Hello Ladies!

- As I’m sure you know, as a part of FLP we will have weekly seminars with influential leaders of the Creighton and Omaha community! At these seminars, we will have four different types of attire: themed casual, snappy casual, business casual, and business formal.
Themed Casual
For fun seminars involving portfolios and community activist!
Snappy Casual is basically looking nice...
But casually. Things you can wear include: nice jeans, nice shirts, dresses, skirts, etc. Shoes can be flats, boots, or sandals.
Business Casual

Business casual is a bit tricky, but it is basically one step below business formal. It consists of nice pants/skirts, nice shirts, maybe a blazer (if your shirt doesn’t have capped sleeves). Shoes are flats or heels 😊

Colored pants ARE allowed as long as they are not obscenely bright!!
Business Formal is probably the easiest of all! This consists of a suit/ pencil skirt and black/navy/tan/white/grey blazer.

Or

A “formal” dress with a blazer. By formal, I mean an appropriate length with little to no patterns on it and capped sleeves. If the sleeves are not capped, a blazer MUST be worn. Shoes are close-toed flats or heels.
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to email, call, or text me! I am always here to help!

We ask that you dress in the manner given to you by me the Sunday before seminar; However, if you do not have the means to dress in the more formal manner, please contact me or the faculty advisors and we will do our best to assist you.